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Summary
The Pixedit program has been rewritten to enable image processing of raster image
fi,'es residing on the IRIS 4D workstations. Such techniques as spectralfiltering, edge
detection and enhancement andfalse colouring techniques have been incorporatedinto
the new version of the program. These techniques are usefully applied in enhancing
the quality ofphotographicimages obtainedfrom flow visualization experiments. This
report describes the techniques used, giving examples of their application to flow
vviuali:ationand provides instructions for operating the revised Pixeditprogram.
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I.
1.1

Image Processing
Introduction

Image processing is used to improve the visual quality of an image. Visual quality
has two aspects, an aesthetic aspect and an informative aspect. The aesthetic aspect
has more to do with art than science. This report deals more with enhancing the
informative aspect of images. Images are very useful means of conveying a great
deal of information quickly to a human observer. Image processing is necessary when
information stored in an image is not readily perceivable or confused by interference
of some sort. There are many factors that effect the informative quality of an image.
poor contrast, low resolution, signal noise, etc. Theoretically, it is not possible to
gain any additional information from an existing image by using image processing.
It is however possible to make the existing information more meaningful to a human
observer.
A digital image is an array (generally rectangular) of integer numbers which represent the colour intensity of the image at each picture element. The data for an image can
be generated entirely digitally as is the case with computer generated graphics or it can
be generated by digitizing some external analog source, The later source is generally
more susceptable to degradations in image quality and generally benefit more from
image processing techniques. Image processing is most commonly applied to video or
photographic media where often poor lighting or camera work may cause information
in a scene to be lost to the human observer in the resultant image. The visual quality of
an image that has been digitized may be further degraded by the introduction of signal
noise in the digitizing process. Once digitization has been achieved however there is
little or no chance of further noise being introduced, which is a major advantage of
digital images. The major disadvantage however is that in most cases a digital image
has significantly less resolution than the original analog image, both spatially and in
colour intensity. Figure 1 is an example of an image digitized from a video camera
signal. This image was obtained from the Flight Mechanics water tunnel in which dye
is used to visualize vortex breakdown over a model of the F/A-18 aircraft. Note that
the image has had computer generated text inserted. This is another useful feature of
digital images.
Generally digital images are of two basic types, gray scale and colour. A gray
scale image has a single intensity value defined for each pixel (picture element) which
represents a gray level between black and white. Colour images however require three
intensities to be defined for each pixel, corresponding to three colour components. The
most commonly used method for defining a colour is by specifying its red, green and
blue intensity components. While this is not the only means of specifying a colour
it is the most widely used because it models the function of a colour video monitor
where red green and blue phosphors in the screen are each excited by an electron gun.
Lach of the intensities in an image is usually represented by an n-bit number giving
2' -hadec of each .olour component. 256 shades is gcncrally a sufncient in:.ensity
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Figure 1: An example of a digital gray scale image

resolution for image applications. Thus 8-bits or one byte of storage per component
per pixel is required. Colour images will thus require three bytes per pixel while gray
scale images may be defined with a single byte for each pixel.
1.2

Histogram Manipulation Techniques

A simple method of improving an images appearance is to enhance the contrast of
an image. The contrast of an image is loosely defined as the difference in intensity
between separate segments of an image. The human eye cannot discern small detail
when the contrast of the gray scales which defines that detail is also small.
Histogram maniputation techniques provide a systematic method for enhancing the
contrast of an image. (ref [I]) An image histogram is a plot of the relative number of
pixels of each gray scale intensity found in the image. From this it is possible to discern
the intensity levels that are being under-utilized and those that are being over-utilized.
An image with the maximum possible contrast will have intensities spanning the whole
range from white to black. The top image in Figure 2 shows the image from Figure 1
with it's histogram. Note that this image does not have maximum contrast.
1.2.1

Histogram Expansion

Histogram expansion can be applied to an image whose range of intensities does not
span the full intensity range. In most gray scale images the full intensity range spans
from zero (black) to 255 (white), giving 256 shades of gray. An image's intensity
range can be expanded to span this full range using a simple linear mapping of pixel
2

intensity. The intensity of any given pixel becomes,
-

x 255
Imax -

Imin

where 1 isthe pixel's intensity in the old image, i' is the pixel's intensity in the new
image, and imin and imax are the minimum and maximum pixel intensities in the old
image. The second image in Figure 2 shows the original image with its histogram
expanded. Note the improvement in contrast between the dye downstream of the burst
and the background.
1.2.2

Histogram Equalization

In some cases an image may have a band of intensities where an interesting feature is
suppressed due to poor contrast. In this case histogram expansion is of little use since
the contrast of the band will be only marginally improved. Histogram equalization
seeks to produce an even distribution of gray scale intensities throughout the image by
increasing the contrast of the more prolific intensity bands and decreasing the intensity
of the less prolific intensity bands.
To see how histogram equalization is formulated it is assumed that the intensity
domain is continuous instead of discrete. Then the number density of pixels at a given
intensity level, ni), can be defined by a continuous function of intensity n(i),
,IN = 1(i)di

(1)

where (IN is the number of pixels in the image with intensities in the range fi,
i+dil.
Thus the number of pixels with intensity less than or equal to intensity I"is given by, v
r(I0 ) = jO n(i)di
Histogram equalization requires that n(i) be constant for all i. This may be achieved
using an intensity mapping defined by,
*, __

Imax

XV(

max)

where imax is the maximum available intensity in the gray scale range. Thus N(imx)
represents the total number of pixels in the image. Since this mapping function
increases monotonically, it can be shown that all pixels with intensity in the domain
I (I.,
i,,+ d' and only these pixels will have new intensities in the range i'( [is', i'+di'j
where,
di',
(1i

Thus the number of pixels in the original interval di and the mapped interval di' must
be equal.
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That is,
"( )

A'(i')di'

Now from equation 1,

d'
(it

_

d N/di
dl'/di
I

1 (I./di
dN/di

imax/N(imax )

dN/di

.(imax)
max

Which is a constant as required. To apply this mapping to images with discrete
intensity levels a discrete approximation of the ideal continuous mapping is used,
t

max
.

t-r=0

The third image in Figure 2 shows the effect of histogram equilization. Note that the
histogram is not flat, the more frequently occurring intensities are more spread out than
the less frequent intensities. In general it is not possible to achieve a perfectly uniform
distribution when the domain is discrete.
1.2.3

False Colouring

Instead of using the systematic intensity mappings described above, an arbitrary function can be defined which maps gray scale to gray scale or, more usefully, three separate
functions which map a gray scale intensity to each of the three colour components, red.
green and blue,
r

r(i)

g

=9(i)

b

=b(i)=

=

f 1 (i)

f 2 (i)
f 3 (i)

thus generating an image where each gray scale intensity is mapped to an RGB (red.
green, blue) colour.
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Figure 2: The top picture shows the histogram of the image from Figure 1. The
second is the same image with its histogram expanded and the third shows the
image after histogram equalization.
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The definitions of the mapping functions may be arbitrarily chosen to accentuate
relevant features in the image, or to hide some unwanted noise aspect. The transformation could possibly be selectively applied to certain regions of the image so that a
particular featured is coloured and stands out from the rest of the image which could
be left gray. Figure 3 shows a magnified image of the vortex burst region where only
the dye in the image has had false colour added.
1.3

Convolution Techniques

By examining a pixel in the context of its nearest neighbours it is possible to gain
information about the image at that point. For instance if the pixel forms part of an
edge or a line, or if the pixel has been corrupted by noise. Convolution processes are
a simple way of enhancing such information in an image. The convolution of one
iunction, f(x,y), with another. g(n. 3), is given by:

[f

* .q](X,.?q) =

J

y(i. 3)f(.r

-

a, y

-

3)dod3

If fi r. y) is considered as the image definition and g(, 3) to be some convolving
function or mask, then in the discrete domain of an image this definition translates to:
r -I rn-I

[f *g,~

1
. =O

In most practical applications

-0O

t = n = 3 and in general are never more than 5 since

the co,"olution becomes computationally prohibitive.
1.3.1

Noise Filtering

The simplest method of filtering noise is to apply an averaging mask unconditionally
at every pixel in an image. This approach has the disadvantage that in many instances
the mask is applied where noise does not exist a hence image quality may be degraded
as a result. Far better would be to first test to s e if filtering is warrented at a given
point before applying the mask. A simple method to achieve this (ref [11) supposes
that any given pixel in an image can be characterized by three components, an average
component, a noise component and a non-noise or image component. These three
components are characterized by three convolution masks applied to a 3 x 3 patch
about the pixel. The definition of the first two masks is intuitively obvious while the
third can be considered to be that which remains when the first two components have
been removed. The averaging mask is defined as:

61

1~

C

I=
I
I-

C
C

*1

and the noise component mask is chosen such that it is orthgonal to the averaging
mask.

-8

wn =

Now if x is the 3 < 3 'patch' around a pixel then the relative 'noise' component of
the pixel is given by:
W,*

Xr

1wii1xI
and similarly the relative 'average* component is given by:
I
.X, =

,

* X

a

From these results the relative image component of the pixel, x, can be deternined
using the fact that.
,C -- .r1

-

-±-

11d .' may, no\ he compared to give an indication of the relative 'noisiness' of the
pixCl in question. It the pixcl is deemed to be noisy its value can be replaced by the
W

.'2-

r

*X

Wr "

where w, is a restoring mask given by:
I I

Wr=

I o) I
11l

A 11etul measure of noisiness is given by:
= .
X2.r+t,
+.r

I - a2:
Since ,, .,
1. an absolute threshold can be set between these two limits defining
an acceptable level of noisiness. If li is greater than this threshold, then the pixel is
replaced by .,.
otherwise no change is made. Setting a threshold of 0 means that every
pixel is convolved with the restoring mask, while a value of 1 implies that no change
in the image takes place.
Up to this point the image intensity has been assumed to be a scalar function of
array position. This is a valid assumption for gray scale images but not for colour
images where each image pixel is defined by a three component vector. In the case of
colour images the technique is simply applied to each of the three components in turn.

9

Figure 4: Thcse t o pictures illustrate the effect of edge enhancement using a
2- 2 convolution mask

1.3.2

Edge Enhancing

In some instances only the boundaries between various regions within an image need
to be highiighted, while all other colour or intensity information is suppressed. The
simplest way to achieve this is to apply 2 x 2 "'differencing" convolution masks to
ever pixel in the image. The masks commonly used are,

I

(I-

oI

1 -l

(=

(o)

1
da =

-1

1

o0

.\n. or all of these masks may be applied to each of the three colour components in
an inage and the results combined to give a measure of the edge characteristic at a
1%eln point in the image. Generally it is not desirable to maintain three separate edge
measures for the three colour components. A single measure of colour difference is
uuall, more meaningful than three seperate measures for the three colour components,
since colour images are not perceived as three seperate images. An edge enhanced
image may be output as a gray scale image with intensity proportional to the difference
hetween neighbouring pixels. The image in Figure 4 was generated by first determining
the maximum absolute difference between each pixel and it's "forward" neighbours
tor each colour component. The three results are then summed together to give the
tinal value on which the output is based.
A method similar to that described above for noise filtering can be applied to
edge enhancing.(ref 121) In this case two masks are used to characterize a pixel's edge
component.
220
W1~

0

-1
0

-2

W2 =ff

-1

2
-

The additional work involved in using this technique however cannot be justified, since
there is no significant improvement in output over the simpler, less computationa!ly
demanding methods using 2 x 2 convolution masks.
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1.4

Spectral Techniques

Many useful techniques in image processing involve taking a spectral or Fourier
transform of an image. Its applications revolve mainly around image restoration and
noise filtering, although the method may be applied to contrast enhancement, edge
enhancement and pattern recognition.
The form of the Fourier transform for a function of a single variable is well
known.(ref [41) In its complex form it is given by,
= hF{f.)}
(11)J f(.r)exp[-27iu.r]dx
The Fourier transform of a function of two variables is a logical extension of this
definition and is given by.
-{f(.r. Y)} =

I. )=

JJ

f(x. y) exp[-2-'ri(u + ve)Jd ,ly

Tle discrete two dimensional Fourier transform for a fanction defined on a rectangular
domain can be inferred from the above definition.
-

_F

ZY.

E
MV!/=O-

Y

. exp

+

-,1 /

.

Al

Here the function is assumed to be defined at Al x N regular grid points separated by
_.r and -A,/ in the x and y directions respectively. The discrete inverse transform can
be shown to be given by:

+

,. exp 2,-ri

.- ' {',.}

)

(1

0=

u0

It can be shown that F- {i,,,} = f. simply by substituting in the definition of F,,.,,
and reversing the order of summation.
A significant feature of the two dimensional Fourier transform is that it is separable
in the two variables.
"

f.

Z

-

1
.V

exp

2-2,Ti-

exp

2 -j1

''m{}

Z

I;"exp
,,

-27ri1

y =0

Fy,{Fwy}
Thus a two dimensional Fourier transform can be seen as two successive one dimensional transforms. The one dimensional transforms can be calculated using standard
fast Fourier transform methods.
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In general the function F,, is complex. It should also be noted that t'.. is
bi-periodic with
.
',
F.+. If fj,, is real then it can be seen that
F_ ..
1",,.,
A similar rule applies to the inverse transform, that is if I
=F,
=_,,.
everywhere then the inverse transform is real. Functions that define digital images are
required to be real in physical space and their spectral transforms must therefore satisfy
the condition of conjugate symmetry. Hence any modifications made to an image's
spectral transform must be applied symmetrically.

1.4.1

Spectral Filtering

The most useful application of the spectral transform is that it can be used to filter or
attenuate unwanted spectral components. For example spurious noise superimposed
on an image generates high frequency components in the transform. Thus by filtering
out these high frequency components, the noise in the resultant image can be removed.
Note that the highest frequency in a transform image is given by I(y2 /2 and not
[.xt\ since this is in fact equivalent to 'b.o. For this reason transforms are normally
defined on the domain i (-.

1/2 ... 1/2) ., [-.V/2 ....
V/2). Low pass filtering has

the undesirable side effect that the definitior of edges in an image are also dependent
on high frequency spectral components. Thus a balance must be struck between
eliminating noise and degradation of image 'crispness'.
If it were required that the 'detail' of an image be highlighted, then a high pass
filter can be applied to the spectral transform. Here low frequency components are
attenuated with the result that edges, image structure and fine detail are given greater
emphasis in the filtered image.
If an image is corrupted with some periodic or coherent noise, the image can
possibly be restored using some special styles of filter which eliminate specific noise
components in the spectral transform. This method is most effective in removing
video scan lines or fringing effects created when digitizing an image from a video
tape. The technique is also useful in suppressing interference fringes which tend to
be generated when using laser sheet optics. Figure 5-12 show the effectiveness of
spectral filtering. Figure 5 is a close up of the vortex burst flow visualization. The scan
lines cause a significant loss of resolution of the image and consequently the image
is useless for comparative purposes. Figure 7 shows the restored image which is a
better representation of the original scene. Figure 9 shows an image taken from a video
recording of a wind tunnel experiment in which smoke was introduced and illuminated
using a laser sheet. The image is primarily corrupted as a result of non-uniform lighting
produced by the use of an imperfect cylindrical lens in generating the sheet. These
imperfections cause a series of parallel shadows to appear across the flow field. The
image is further corrupted with video interference fringes. Figure 12 shows the image
with both sources of interference removed.
12

Figure 5: A close-up of the vortex burst from figure 1. Note the presence of video
scan lines in the image.

Figure 6: Spectral transform of figure 5. The bright circled regions are due to the
scan lines in the original image. Note the bright regions appear symmetrically in
the upper and lower halves of the transformed image.
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Figure 7: Spectral transform with scanline components filtered out

Figure 8: Restored image with scan lines removed

14

Figure 9: This image was taken from a video recording of a windtunnel experiment in which smoke was illuminated with a laser sheet. Note the parallel
shadows caused by this illumination. The image was further corrupted with
fringes when digitized from video tape.

Figure 10: The spectral transform of the image in Figure 9 shows two flares
emanating from the centre which are perpendicular to the shadows in the original

image..

15

.

Figure 11: This image shows the spectral transform with the flares removed.

Figure 12: Restored image with shadows and video fringes removed.
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1.4.2

Spectral Convolution

The convolution theorem of spectral transforms states that:

S

F{f * g}
f *g

=FG
= .F'{FG}

Thus if a large convolution mask, 9 x 9 say, is to be applied to an image, then it may be
more efficient to perform the convolution in spectral space. The process is then reduced
to a single multiplication per pixel instead of 81 multiplications and summations per
pixel. The overheads of course involve transforming and untransforming the image
and thus the method is only beneficial if the convolution mask is large.
1.5

Edge Detection

Much work has been done on the problem of edge detection and image segmentation.(ref 131) the problem is more difficult than one would first imagine. The heart
of the problem is essentially how to define an edge in some meaningful way that a
program might detect it. An edge essentially separates two distinct regions in an image,
these regions may be characterized by different shades or different textures. The edge
may not be clearly defined, the transition between one region and the next could be
spread over a finite gap between them rather than a definite discontinuity. The problem
is in fact impossible to automate in such a way that it will always agree with a human
interpretation. The scope of the problem must be restricted somewhat before any simple solution can be devised. The method presented provides adequate edge detection
between two regions bounded by a reasonable discontinuity in the distribution of gray
scale intensity.
In general it is not possible to discern the location of an edge merely by examining
one pixel's immediate neighbours. What might be interpreted as an edge in the context
of a small group of pixels may be meaningless in the larger context. It is thus important
to consider a reasonably sized neighbourhood when detecting an edge. However as
the sample size is increased, the resolution of segment detection is correspondingly
decreased. Hence a balance is required to achieve the desired results and match the
scale of the image segment. A simple edge definition algorithm can be constructed in
two phases. First determining the location of an edge by examining reasonably sized
samples of the image and second defining the edge boundary within the context of the
sample.
In order to automate the edge detection process, an absolute measure of an edge
must be constructed. If a sample of pixels is taken in the vicinity of an edge, then
the distribution of gray scale intensities in this sample may look something like the
distribution in Figure 13b). The standard deviation of this distribution is about 2-3
R, where R is the range of intensities in the sample. (i.e. the difference between the
maximum intensity in the sample and the minimum intensity) If a sample is taken
where no edge exists the sample may look like the distribution in Figure 13a). Here
17

the standard deviation is about 4-5 R. If a sample is taken on a region which is not an
edge but has smoothly varying gray scale such as might be seen on the surface of a
cylinder the distribution may look like the distribution in Figure 13c). In this case the
standard deviation is about 3-4 R. Thus the ratio of standard deviation to range gives
a reasonable indication of the existence of an edge provided the sample is taken with
roughly equal representation from the regions on either side. A problem arises however
when the sample is taken at a point where three regions meet here the distribution is
something like the distribution in Figure 13d). The standard deviation ratio for this
distribution is the same as that of Figure 13c). Thus it would not be possible using this
method to discern between these two cases.
The next step is to define the exact boundary line between one region and the next.
The boundary is defined as a continuous line that runs between pixels in an image.
Once an edge has been detected within a small region the two extremum pixels in that
sample, with the maximum and minimum intensities, are assumed to be on either side
of the boundary. A region is grown from each of these pixels by adding a neighbouring
pixel with the minimum difference in intensity. The region is stopped when the next
pixel is closer in intensity to the opposite extremum pixel than its neighbouring pixel
which is part of the grown region. Once the two separate regions have been defined
within the sample region they are checked using the ratio of standard deviation to range
to ensure that they are not further subdivisible. If either of the defined regions is in
fact two regions then a boundary is formed between the-e subdivions. This process
continues until all edges in the sampled region have been defined. If an edge is found
to continue beynnd the sampled region, the neighbouring region is then divided until
a continuous boundary around the selected image segment is found. When this is
achieved and no further edges exist within the boundary, a region can be grown which
from a pixel known to exist within the required image segment. The region will consist
of all pixels that can be reached by an unbroken path to the seed pixel without crossing
a defined edge.

18
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Figure 13: Intensity distributions of small sampled regions of an image.
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2.

The Pixedit Program

Pixedit is a program used for the editing and creation of image files for display on
Silicon Graphics IRIS workstations. The original version of the program was written
at NASA Ames by D. Choi. A new version has been written to make use of the features
of the IRIS 4D series of workstations. Consequently the new version is faster and easier
to use than the old version, version 2.3. The new version includes new routines which
allow processing and image restoration of gray scale images and, in the case of some
routines, colour images.
The new version accepts three types of image file format, the standard Silicon
Graphics image file format characterized by the extension ".rgb' or '.gray', an 'RImage'
type format utilized by the previous version of Pixedit and a format utilized by the PC
program "ImageAction Version 2.0" characterized by the '.img' extension. This last
format was included so that image files generated from PC based video f-ame-grabbing
systems could be read directly by the new version. Output files from the program are
of the standard image file format compatible with most IRIS 4D graphics packages
that utilize raster images. Note that utilities exist to convert this format to most other
useful image file formats that may be required.(i.e. targa giff tiff etc.)
The new features of Pixedit primarily for the processing of gray scale images.
These processes include edge enhancement and edge detection. a noise filter, Fourier
transformations and filtering, gray scale histogram manipulation and false colour enhancing. Edge enhancement and noise filtering can be performed on colour images as
well as on gray scale images.
This section gives a brief description of the old version of Pixedit as well as more
comprehensive description of how to operate the new features of version 3.0.
2.1

The Main Menu

The program is controlled using a mouse operated menu system to selected the various
picture editing functions. The main menu is selected by clicking the left mouse button
anywhere on the background, not within the bounds of an image. The options in this
menu are:
Read Image File Read a new image file from disk. The file should be one of the
three formats specified above namely:
• Image Format (.rgb, .gray, .bw. etc)
" Rlmage Format (.RGB, .GRAY .BW, etc)
" PC Format (.img)
Snap New Image This allows all or part of the current screen display to be copied
or 'snapped' into a new image.
20

Background Colour Specifies a new background colour the red, green and blue
sliders are used to set the three c ,lour components of the new background colour.
Toggle Grid Switches a square grid on or off. The grid fills the screen and is used
to help align separate images on the screen.
Type in String Produces an image consisting of a typed string written in the system
font. This 'string' image can be manipulated just like any other image.
Save Screen Saves the entire screen as an image file in the standard 'Image' format.
Exit Pixedit Exit from the Pixedit program.
2.2

The Image Menu

There is a second menu used to select features which operate specifically on individual
images. This image menu is invoked by clicking, with the left mouse button, within
the bounds of any given image. The selectable functions in this menu are:
Pop Makes the selected image the top image. The image is redrawn and any
images behind it become obscured.
Push Makes the selected image the bottom image. Any part of this image that
obscures another is erased.
Move The selected image can be moved to a new position on the screen.
Duplicate A copy of the selected image is drawn on the screen. It should be noted
that only one copy of the image data is stored in memory.
Rotate The selected image can be rotated about any axis with or without perspective.
Resize/Reshape Rescale the selected image in the horizontal and/or vertical direction.
Paint Paint over parts of the selected image in a selected colour.
Modify Colour Add colour to all or part of a selected gray scale image or change
a particular colour of a colour image.
Gray Scale Converts the selected colour image to a gray scale image by assigning
each colour component, red, green and blue, a gray scale value.
Transparency Combine the selected image with the images drawn behind it by
making all or part of the image transparent or by interleaving the images together.
Filters Used to enhances edges, filter noise, lighten or darken the selected image.
21

Fourier Transform Generates a spectral transform of the selected image. This
transform can be filtered using various styles of filter apertures and then inverse
transformed thus removing unw,,nted spectral properties of an image.
Save Image Write the selected image to standard image file format on disk.
Delete Image Remove the selected image from the screen and delete it from memory.
The use and function of some of these features is self evident and require no further
explanation. Operations which require some explanation are detailed in the following
sections.
2.3

The Image In Memory

A colour raster image is stored as a rectangular array of colour vectors, each colour
vector being composed of red. green and blue components. These components consist
of numbers between (Ito 255. Thus the memory requirement for each colour component
of a given pixel is X bits or I bvte. The IRIS 4D provides an extra 'colour' component
\hich, loosel\ ,peaking. is used to specify the opacity of a pixel. Although this fourth
component is generall\ superfluous for simple image displays, space must be provided
for it. Thus -4bytes of memory are required for each pixel in the image.
The extra byte in each pixel, referred to as the alpha byte, is utilized by the Pixedit
program to indicate whether a pixel is a gray pixel or a coloured pixel. If the pixel is
coloured, (0 is stored in the alpha byte, otherwise the gray scale value of the pixel is
,,tored. The distinction between gray and colour pixels is necessary since a gray pixel
s assigned it's colour from a look-up table (LUT) for false colouring purposes. The
appropriate look-up table entry is stored in the red, green and blue bytes of the pixel.
The default colour for a gray pixel has red, green and blue components equal to that of
the gray scale or alpha value. Thus the colour appearance of a given 'gray' pixel may
be changed but its gray scale value remains fixed.
An image may be one of two types, an RGB image or a GRAY image. GRAY
images contain no colour pixels while an RGB image may have both 'gray" and 'colour'
pixels. When a gray image is saved to disk it can be written in one of two formats:
* As a 'gray" image where only the gray scale values and the colour look-up table

are saved.
* As an "rgb" image where the current appearance of the image is saved and the
gray scale values are ignored.
RGB images can only be written in the second of these formats.
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2.4

The Paint Function

This feature allowvs the selected image to be painted over using , mouse controlled
paint brush. The size and shape of the brush and the colour of the paint are selected
using the slider control. The first two sliders, coloured magenta and yel!Dw. define the
height and width of the brush while the next three sliders define the ced, green, and
blue colour components of the painting colour.
The sliders may be set manually by clicking with the left mouse button in the sliders
bounding rectangle. The painting colour can be selected by clicking the left mouse
button on a pixel with the desired colour. Thus a colour can be chosen to match a
colour present in the image under consideration or in any other image.
Painting a gray scale image with any colour (even a shade of gray) causes that
image to be regarded as a colour image. The image may be converted back to gray
scale image by use of the 'Gray Scale' function found in the Image Menu.
2.5

The Modif" Colour Function

Thli feature is used to change the colour appearance of GRAY or RGB images. There
are two methods of colour moditication ;orresponding to the two different styles of
pixels, gray and colour. Gray pixels ar, modified by use of a look-up table, while
colour pi \els are modified by specifyin- a target co*our, and then specifying the colour
to which that target colour is to be changed.
The entire image can be modified using the 'do all' button on the slider or areas can
be modified selectively using a paint brush similar to that used for the Paint function.
If only selected areas of a gray image are modified then the image becomes a colour
image. The I'Nerse do all button will change all colour pixels except the specified
target colour pixels to the new colour. The target colour is set by clicking with the left
mouse button on a pixel of the required colour. The new colour is set using the red,
green and blue sliders or by clicking with the middle mouse button on a pixel of the
required colour.
The look-up table (LUT) for gray pixels is set using the tool on the right of the
sliders. The two shaded rectangles represent two colour look-up tables, the colours
correspond to gray scale values 0 (default black) at the bottom to 255 (default white)
at the top. The rectangle on the left is the image's LUT while the one on the right is
the current user defined LUT. If the Do all button is executed the user defined LUT
replaces the image's LUT. If the selected image happens to be a GRAY type image, then
the image's histogram is displayed in red to the left of the image LUT. This histogram
shows the relative occurrence of each gray scale value in the image.
There are three menus associated with this tool, the first menu is accessed by
clicking the right mouse button on the left LUT rectangle. This menu contains a
number of predefined LUT's which can be selected and made the current LUT. The
current user defined LUT can be save] with the Save option and recalled at a later time
with the User Defined option from this menu. The second menu, the user LUT menu,
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Imidth/length/color

igure 14: The Mdify Co,,ur
tool.

i, Initiat-d b clcking with the right mouse button on the right LUT rectangle. Options
trom this menu effect the user LUT globally. The third menu is the marker menu and
is associated with each individual marker. It is initiated by clicking the right mouse on
the required marker and will effect only the marker selected.
The markers are used to define the colour at the marker location, they can also be
used to position a contour band in the LUT. The marker position can be changed by
clicking on them %ith the left mouse button. Colours are linearly interpolated between
,eparate markers, a marker's colour is changed using the marker's menu. Each marker
ha\ two colours, a top and a bottom colour, if these colours are the same then a smooth
ariation of colour is seen but if they are not the same then a colour discontinuity in
the IXT results. When either of the colour changing options is chosen the marker is
highlighted, the new colour of t,:,
marker can now be set using the colour slider or by
clicking on the required colour somewhere on the screen with the left mouse button.
To unselect a marker click on it with the left mouse button. When a change of either of
the marker's colours is initiated, the colour to be changed is set equal to the marker's
other colour. If the two colours are the same the colour to be changed is set equal to
that of the marker above or below it, which ever is appropriate. There are two special
markers at the top and bottom of the LUT rectangle, these markers are fixed and have
only one colour fo, obvious reasons.
Each marker can have a 'contour' associated with it. When a marker's contour
width is non-zero a number of gray scales in the vicinity of the marker are mapped to the
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contour colour. The contour width can be set for an individual marker by selecting the
required contour width on the marker's menu or the contour width can be set globally
for all markers by selecting the contour width from the user LUT menu. The contour
colour is set for all markers from the user LUT menu.
2.6

The Filter Function

The processes available under the Filter function are equally applicable to both 'colour'
and 'gray' images. The processes include:
" Edge Enhancement
" Noise Filtering
" Lighten Image
* Darken Image
Edge enhancement and noise filtering are performed using a convolution process
applied successively to a small patch (2x2 or 3x3 pixels) in the neighbourhood of
each pixel in the image. Tle Noise Filtering option uses two successive convolutions
the first Lives a measure of the noise characteristic of a given pixel and if this measure
is above a user defined threshold then the second averaging convolution is applied.
The threshold for each colour component is set using the red, green and blue sliders.
Itthe sliders are set to zero then the filter has no effect on the image while if they are
set to the maximum then all pixels are filtered regardless.
2.7

The FourierTransform Function

The Fourier Transform function performs a discrete spectral transform on gray scale
images and displays a representation of this transform. The transformation equation is
given by.
S1 -I"
[M21 U
r]
f(., )exp -27r . +
E
\Z

Z

where fi.r, y) is an integer valued function giving the gray scale values of a gray
image and I (u. r) is the resulting transform function. It should be noted that whilst
. r.qi is a real valued function, F(u, v) is complex thus the displayed representation
of the transform shows only magnitude of the transform function. The transform can
be displayed in one of two ways:
I. Normal display where the display intensity is proportional to the magnitude of
the transform.
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2. Log display where the displayed intensity is proportional to log( 1 4 l a,. tF )
This is useful since the range of values in the transform spans several orders of
magnitude. This display enables the smaller values to be visible in the transform
display.
To select between these two display modes click the right mouse button anywhere
to bring up the Trajisform Menu. Note that the current display mode is disabled
and cannot be selected. The displayed image will always appear symmetric since
V(- u. -- ,' = F( u.r) when f(x. y) is real and thus IF(-u, -) = IF(u, r )1.
By entering the Filters submenu a number of filters can be laid over the transform.
These filters effectively set the value of the transform to zero over the filtered region.
Such filters are useful in suppressing high frequency noise, removing video scanlines
or fringing effects or any periodic interference in an image. By filtering out the low
frequency region, the edges of the resultant image can be highlighted.
Once filtering has been completed the filtered image is restored by selecting the
Untransform option from the transform menu. This will also take some time to
compute. The inverse transform is given by,
f (.Y.!) = E

E

tF(11.c) exp 2iI

S=0

+ -\t

(=0A

To exit from the transform mode select Quit from the transform menu.
3.

Conclusion

Pixedit version 3.0 can now be used to process images obtained from the flight mechanics water tunnel or any image in the standard IRIS image type format. The program
provides an environment where images can be interactively modified or combined
with other images for presentation or informative purposes. Pixedit provides a means
by which the quality of digital images can be significantly improved. Both in their
aesthetic appearence and in their capacity to convey significant information in a short
space of time.
It is ,nvisaged that further modifications to the program may permit indivisable
segiments within an image to be selected and once defined an image segment may
be processed seperately from the rest of the image. A useful feature would be that
gi,,en the definition of an image segment, say the marker spots on the F-18 fuselage,
the program may be able to search the image for that segment in a different image.
This would permit the segment to be traced through a series of frames from a video
recording, thus providing quantitative experimental data.
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